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ABSTRACT
The current expectation is that artificially intelligent systems such as robots or personal voice agents will be integrated
into every aspect of our lives be it home-life, work, leisure, care or education. To ensure that this process happens in a
responsible and seamless way I pose the theory that robots must be able to learn socially from people. I will argue that
social norms, embedded in people and the context of use must be taken into account when designing artificially
intelligent technology and must be interpreted automatically. Specifically, I will address the following questions:
- How do people learn and what is the role of culture?
- Can AI achieve social intelligence?
- How can the design of robots and their social behaviour impact acceptance and optimize collaboration?
By discussing my groups' previous research which involved practical deployments of robots in the real world, I will
explore the fundamentally social relationship people have with autonomous robots and offer essential rules for
effective human-robot collaboration
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